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We're purpose-driven  

Our purpose is to provide fresh ways to reduce plastic waste. That's why we deliver all 

our drinks and groceries in returnable glass bottles and sustainable packaging, then 

collect the empties. And 'Return-and-reuse' is at the heart of everything we do.   

 

Environmentally aware  

We know our business affects the environment and work hard to identify and minimise 

our impact. For example, our milkround encourages customers to reduce food waste by 

ordering little and often. And we save packaging waste with our return-and-reuse bottles 

and containers.   

 

Passionate about reducing single-use plastics  

We get particularly upset by plastics made from fossil fuels. That's because they take 

hundreds of years to decompose whilst leeching microplastics into the land and oceans. 

So, we use compostable or recyclable alternatives when return-and-reuse is not an 

option.  

 

Supplying local communities  

Our head office is in Lancashire, but we operate delivery depots across the country, 

from Gateshead to Southampton, and have recently launched the service in 

Lille, France. We source our products from independent suppliers and deliver them to 

our local milkrounds.  

 

Applying for B Corp status  

We're in the process of applying for B Corp status. But this is just the start. And we've 

ingrained our environmental strategy into our company ethos to become as green as 

possible. We don't do this for kudos; we do it for the planet.    



   
 

 

 We're committed to:  

• Pollution prevention measures in all areas of the business  

• Environmental impact monitoring and improvements  

• Development of return-and-reuse packaging  

• Creating an accessible circular economy infrastructure  

• Compliance with all relevant regulatory requirements   

• Supporting sustainable choices and employee awareness  

• Educating consumers about sustainability and reducing waste  

   

Our deliverables:   

• New return-and-reuse packaging to combat plastic waste  

• Company sustainability programme to raise environmental consciousness and 

promote green practices  

• More route optimisation and electric vehicle trials to reduce food miles and CO2 

emissions  

• Regular environmental audits of our hubs to help measure and improve our 

sustainability  

• Educate stakeholders with regular blogs, newsletters and articles on how to improve 

sustainable practices  

  

Improving data collection of our environmental impact in 2022:  

• Invest time and resources to improve the accuracy of Scope 1 and 2 emissions  

• Capture data for the most relevant Scope 3 emissions from our supply chain  

• Use externally verified consultants to certify our measurements   

• Carry out lifecycle analysis on our glass milk bottles to gain a better understanding of 

their environmental impact   

• Strengthening our Environmental Management System in line with the requirements 

of ISO14001:2015 – an internationally recognised standard  

  

This document was created on 18th February 2022 and will be reviewed annually.   

 

 

Simon Mellin, CEO 
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